
Power Generation from Mendezized 
® Metals 

Mendezized® metals are power generators, delivering 100% clean electricity from their proven electrical power bases. 

September 2020 

1 Mendezized ® metals have been used over a five (5) year period to safely generate and supply AC and DC electrical power for numerous, 
conventional, light-commercial and office-grade, electrical-powered equipment and devices. 

2 Measured amounts of electrical power generated from a Mendezized® metal source have exceeded one (1) gigawatt (i.e., 1,000 megawatts), 
which measurements were provided from industrial-grade, high-voltage, industry-standard electrical power meters. 

3 Mendezized ® electricity (i) can directly power equipment and devices requiring either AC or DC power with no requirements for conversion, 
(ii) is 100 percent (100%) clean, green power, with absolutely no emissions, and (iii) unlike conventional AC power is completely safe. 

4 With a much lower cost and a high and constant power level profile, Mendezized ® metals have major competitive advantages 

over conventional baseload power plant generators. Mendezized ® metals can also be used to compliment conventional 
power generators. It's estimated Mendezized ® metal electrical power generators will reduce costs for fossil 
fuel-fired powered plants by 75 to 80 percent (while reducing emissions by 90 percent), and reduce the 
cost of producing power from conventional renewable sources by 60 to 80 percent (or more). 

5 The only requirement to launch Mendezized ® metal electrical power generators for 
commercial and industrial market applications is to complete a "power modulator" 
which next-step presents virtually no technical risk. 
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INDEPENDENT LETTERS OF OPINION 

About the Author 
Summary bio information for Ronald Lewis 

 
  



Ronald Lewis is a senior-level engineer, highly experienced in the 

electrical power industry and large, complex projects requiring highly 

involved management and mission critical decision making. From 

September 2011 through 2014 he was responsible for the construction of 

a clean coal power plant in De Kalb, Mississippi for Southern Company, 

Mississippi Power and Kemper IGCC. There his responsibilities included 

management, construction and acceptance for Southern Company for  

what at that time was the largest industrial construction project in North 

America. He oversaw a construction budget exceeding $4 billion and daily 

activities and construction progress of a workforce of over 4,500, including both skilled craftsman and 

professional engineering disciplines. His project responsibilities included coordinating efforts between 

state, local and federal government agencies and meeting all construction safety and environmental 

guidelines, and the tracking, registration and certification of more than 1,000 pressure vessels. This 

project was the first commercial implementation of integrated coal gasification to produce electricity 

using 21st century coal technology with an emissions signature of a natural gas-fired power plant. 

As a Generation Process Specialist for Progress Energy, Hines Energy Complex, he was responsible for 

the operational and maintenance of five (5) combustion turbine combined cycle power plants. Ron is 

highly experienced with all the major areas of the power industry, including regulatory and compliance, 

management, staffing, maintenance and equipment and has a significant level of industry contacts. He's 

performed all tasks associated with operations and maintenance of combustion turbines, heat recovery 

steam generators (HRSGs), including assuring operational efficiency, unit reliability and compliance with 

safety and environmental standards. Additional experience includes: Position as an Electrical Supervisor 

and Plant Engineer for CEMEX, Inc.’s plant in Demopolis, AL; Managing 400 radiation workers who 

oversaw the repair and support of all nuclear powered vessels in the European Theater for the U.S. 

Navy, USS Simon Lake (AS-33); Managing 250 radiation workers as the Radiological Controls Officer, LT, 

for the Nuclear Repair facilities onboard USS Orion (AS-18) for the U.S. Navy; and, Position as Main 

Propulsion Officer, LT, for the U.S. Navy USS Casmir Pulaski (SSBN 633). 

Mr. Lewis studied pre-Engineering with a Mining Engineer Major at University of Alabama and received 

a Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering from Auburn University. Along with other 

continuing education, he completed Naval Nuclear Engineer School, U.S. Naval Reactors, Washington 

D.C.; Naval Nuclear Power School, U.S. Naval Reactors, Orlando, FL; Radiological Controls School, U.S. 

Naval Reactors, Charleston, SC, and  Engineering Lab Technician School, U.S. Naval Reactors, Idaho Falls, 

ID. 
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Independent Evaluation and Letters of Opinion 
 
 
 

Mr. Ronald Lewis (see summary bio attached) was introduced to Mendezized Metals Corporation 
(“MMC”) in May of 2019. Thereafter, Mr. Lewis completed an independent, third-party, in-person, 
on-site, hands-on evaluation of MMC and its use of Mendezized® metals to generate AC and DC 
electrical power. 
 
The following pages provide two (2) independent letters of professional opinion prepared by Mr. 
Ronald Lewis as to MMC’s ability to commercially produce and sell electrical power produced from 
Mendezized® metals, and the electrical power generation capacity of said Mendezized® metals 
generators. 
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INDEPENDENT LETTERS OF OPINION 

Commercial Readiness to Generate Electricity from Mendezized Metals 
 
 
  



 

511 Couch Drive, Suite 300, Oklahoma City, OK 73102, USA • Phone: +01.334.327.5781 

Friday, September 20, 2019 
 
Mr. Mario Gonzalez 
522 7th Street 
Rapid City, South Dakota 57701 
Email: gnzlaw@aol.com  
 
Re: Letter of Opinion for commercial-readiness of Mendezized® Electricity 
 
Dear Mario, 

On Friday, May 3rd, 2019, I visited Mendezized Metal Corporation’s (“MMC”) testing and demonstration 
facility located at 15441 N.E. 21st Avenue, North Miami Beach, Florida 33162. The purpose of my visit to 
MMC’s facility was to complete an “in-person” evaluation of real-time, live demonstrations (in real-
world applications) of Mendezized® Electricity being supplied from Mendezized® metals. 

Prior to my in-person visit (to the MMC facility in North Miami), I completed a thorough review of the 
complete set of MMC’s Northwestern University Atomic Testing Reports. In addition, I also reviewed a 
number of reports conducted by other respected research institutes, which further demonstrated 
results of MMC’s energy being applied in other applications. During my time at MMC’s facility, Dr. 
Mendez provided no less than ten (10) demonstrations of the MMC technology. Five (5) of these 
specifically demonstrated Mendezized® Electricity being “supplied from” an MMC Mendezized® metal 
source. The rates of Mendezized® Electricity I personally witness being delivered from Mendezized® 
metal sources ranged from 100’s of kW’s (kilowatts), to 100’s of MW’s (megawatts). 

Based on my evaluation of the demonstrations I witnessed at MMC’s facility, not only are vast amounts 
of electrical power able to be “stored” in Mendezized® metal sources, extraordinary amounts of 
electrical power can also be readily supplied therefrom. The only requirement I can see that MMC will 
require as a prerequisite to commercializing Mendezized® Electricity at an industrial scale, is for MMC to 
develop a custom designed “modulator” to regulate (modulate) the level of Mendezized® Electricity 
power supplied (up or down) to meet necessary application requirements (the “MMC Modulator”). 
Since Mendezized® Electricity is already in an AC power form, building the required MMC Modulator will 
not pose a technical challenge for MMC (as off-the-shelf components / technology can likely be used). 
I’d estimate a commercial grade MMC Modulator could be completed and market-ready within four to 
six (4-6) months. Furthermore, based on my discussions with Dr. Mendez, I would imagine the cost to 
deliver such an MMC Modulator would not exceed $1.0 to $1.5 million per 100 MW’s of capacity. 

Based on my multi-faceted evaluation, the advantages of MMC’s technology for electric power 
applications are astonishing. Advantages include (i) low capital cost (likely 2.5% of conventional 
electrical power sources), (ii) operating costs (to produce electrical power) equaling 6% (or less) 
compared to conventional fossil fuel sources, (iii) electrical power that is “100% green”, and (iv) 
Mendezized® Electricity power is totally safe, digital electrical power energy (it does not present the 
danger that conventional, high voltage electricity does). 
 
Sincerely 
 
PaZone Energy 
 
 
 
___________________________________ 
Ron Lewis, President 

mailto:gnzlaw@aol.com
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INDEPENDENT LETTERS OF OPINION 

Electricity Generation Capacity of Mendezized Metals 
  



PaZsne
October 28,201,9

Mendezized Metals Corporation
Attn: Alejandro Mendez, Ph.D.

15401 N.E. 2LsrAvenue
North Miami Beach, Florida 33162

ENEHEY, LLT

Re: Demonstration of Mendezized DigitalAC Piezo Electricity at MMC's facility.

Dear Dr. Mendez:

I would like to confirm to Mendezized Metals Corporation (MMC) that upon my personal observations
as an Engineer and as a Nuclear scientist during my personal visit on May 3, 2019 to your business
facility in North Miami Beach, Florida, I can certify and verify the following scientific facts:

L. That using a professional lndustrial 122,000 (maximum detection)Volts Digital Detector
manufactured by AMPROBE, model TIC 300 PRO (which is used at high Power Production Levels
in the Power lndustry) I witnessed the production of Digital AC Piezo Electricity coming from a
Mendezized 10 horsepower, three-phase alternating current generator which at only 2Hertz
caused the saturation of 122,000 volts for the AMPROBE industrial digital Voltage Meter which
l'm sure it can be easily 1 million volts which multiplied by 300 amps x 3 phases = 900 amps x
one (1) million volts equals to 900,000,000 watts or almost one (1) gigawatt of Mendezized
Digital Piezo Electricity.

2. That l've been in many industrial electrical power plant facilities around the United States and
worldwide, including specialty nuclear power producing facilities and have never witnessed the
massive amount of DigitalAC industrial electrical power, at this commercial level, using a power
production set-up like MMC has right now.

STATE OF AIAbAMA, NWTUTIUO COUNry USA

on this 4"u d Ac.*eV-AJ .2019, the individuatdescribed herein above, personatty
appeared before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for the State of Alabama, duly
commissioned and sworn, and executed this document and acknowledged that he, Ronald K. Lewis,
signed and sealed the same of his own free and voluntary act and deed, for the uses and purposes
herein mentioned.

Printed Name of Notary:

Notary Signature:

Notary Public in and for the State of:

My appointment expires: tolzzlzo

511 Couch Drive, Suite 300, Oklahoma City, OK73tO2, USA. Phone: +01.334.327.5781,
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INDEPENDENT LETTERS OF OPINION 

Industry Standard Electrical Power Measurement Devices 
Electrical Power Measurement Devices Used by Ron Lewis to 

Complete his Evaluations to Prepare his Letters of Opinion 

 



1. 

2. 

Industry Standard Measurement Devices 
Ron Lewis' Mendezized® metals power generation opinions based on industry standard measurement devices 

1 GreenLee CMP-200-C 
Clamp meter; 

2 Amprobe TIC 300 High-
Voltage Detector 

The independent , Letters of Opinion contained herein were prepared by Mr. Lewis following multiple in-person, on-site, hands-on 
evaluations of the Mendezized® metals power generators and the resulting electrical power they produced. Mr. Lewis' opinions 
were based on multiple factors, including his "eye witness" of the electrical AC power generated directly from the Mendezized® 
metals, which power levels were evidenced by multiple, industrial-grade, industry-standard electrical power measurement devices. 
These electrical power industry measurement devices included, but were not limited, to the GreenLee CMP 200 meter, and  
Amprobe TIC 300, high--voltage detector. These devices are seen pictured below as items No. 1 and No. 2, respectively. 
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